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Summary

The object of the present paper is to exhibit a very closelink between factor- ^
|ak, both Complete and fractional, and incomplete blockdesigns. Several
series of incomplete block designs canbe obtained almost trivially by utilising
the properties of such links. The method essentially consists of using different
sets of numbers as the level codes for different factors instead of same set of
numbers as levels for all factors and then use all these levels codes as the
different varieties.
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Introduction

Construction of incomplete block designs was linked with factoriar
combinations for the first time by Yates [8] while constructing lattice
designs which used to be called quasifactorials. Subsequently, Raghava-
rao [7] pointed a link between orthogonal arrays and semireguiar group-
divisible partially balanced incomplete block designs. Excepting such
stray work there has not been any systematic investigation to connect
combinatorics offactorial designs with that ofincomplete block designs. ^
In the present paper a very simple algorithm has been provided to link
the combinatorics of these two types of designs. In short the procedure
is as below. Write a number, say, b of factorial combinations of k
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factors at number of levels which may all be equal or otherwise. The
level codes for different factors are taken as different. Now by treating
(i) the different level codes, say, v in number as symbols for as many
treatments and (ii) each combination as an incomplete block of size k,
we get an incomplete block design with vtreatments in bblocks each of

\ X- • 1 +
By choosing different types of factorials, various types of incomplete

block designs can be obtained through the above procedure. In this paper
the use oftwo types ofsymmetrical factorials namely (i) factorials where
no main effects and two factor interactions are confounded (ii) factorials
inwhich some two factor interactions are confounded have been discussed.

2. Use of Symmetrical Factorial where no Main Elfects and Two Factor
Interactions are Confounded

Instead ofcoding the levels of the factors in symmetrical factorials of
the series by codes 0, 1, 2, etc. for each factor, the levels ofdifferent
factors can be coded differently as (/ —1) j + j for the zth factor after
the factors are arranged in some order where 7 varies from 0to (j - 1).
The number of level codes is thus n s. Let the number of combinations
in the factorial which may be complete or fractional such that no main
effects and two factor interactions are confounded be b. Using the hnk
discussed in the previous section, we get an incomplete block design with

? V= 5n, b == b,k = n,r = bkjv. It can be shown that all such designs
will be semiregular group-divisible designs.

These designs can be analysed very conveniently without following the
method of Bose [2] and others. Actually the estimate of any treatment
effect tij comes out as below :

= <1)

where tn is the treatment corresponding to theyth level of rth factor, Qij
is the adjusted total of the same treatment and Si{Q) —S g,;. The
adjusted treatment sum of squares due to treatments can now be obtained
from S tij Qij.

It can be easily shown that

2/z 2

and Var (<,j - (./) = ("" T)
{m ^ i)
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3. Use ofFactorials where some Two Factor Interactions areConfounded

Let there be (/7< —1) two factor interactions involving which are con
founded in the above fractional factorial. Let thepi factors be Ai, Am {m ^ i
— 1,2, , Pi). It will be assumed that the fractional factorial con
taining bcombinations is obtained by the method of fractionation satisfy- p
ing the criteria put forth by Finney [5], Bose [2] and Das [3], [4], In this
situation in the fractonal factorial any particular level of Ai, say, Jth
level will occur with only one of the levels of each factor A^ with which
Ai is confounded, r times and the other levels of Am will not occur with
this yth level ofAi. Taking into account this fact, the normal equation for
iij will be

('"t)'"- ,' 2 I = (2)
where tnn is the treatment coming from a level of the factor Am such that
the treatment occurs with it in r blocks;

Su (0 = s •

Adding these normal equations over all the treatments coming from the
levels of Ai and taking the restriction

n ft

S Su (t) = 0, it is seen that Si (t) = Si iQ)lr.
u=l

Substituting the estimate of Si (t) the normal equation becomes

y su(e)=Qo\ n J « ^ ns <^.
m^i 117^1, m

Pi

= (3)
' = 1 U7^i,m

Adding over the pi equations corresponding to thepi treatments tm], that
is one for each factor which is confounded with Ai which is also counted
as an affected factor, we get

' —1 1= 1 1= 1

( \or -j{n-pij^ Ui= 2 2 *^"(2) (4)
f'=l ;=1 UT^i^m

-A
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Substituting the value of S Uj from equation (4) in equation (3) and
i=\

simplifying, we get

Uj =•

Pi

S Qu

(5)
u^i, m

If At is involved in only one two factor interaction then pi = 2. When
Pi = 1, no two factor interaction is confounded with Ai. Equation (1)
in section (2) can be obtained from equation (5) by putting Pi = 1,
Sgj, = Qij and S S„{Q) = —SiiQ). In this case also equation (1)

ui^i, m

also gives estimates of treatment effects coming from a level of a factor
not involved in affected two factor interactions.

After the estimates of tij are obtained then the adjusted treatment S.S.
is obtained as usual from '^hj Qij.

Different variances of treatment contrasts are given below :

V(,tuj ' tuj') —
2n

(« - 1) r

where wth factor is not involved in confounded interactions.

V(tuj - twy) = ~T)
where both u and u factors are not involved in confounding.

y(h<-u,:) = t)

+ r(n-l) (""t)]"'
where rth factor is involved in confounding but not the wth factor.

2oS
Vfjij tmj)

V(tii — tmj) —

{n—pi+ 1) — V(,Uj - Uy)
{n - pi)r

where both the /th and with factors constitute the confounded interaction
and Hi and tmj do not occur in any block.

2 qS
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where Uj and tmj occur together in a block

V{ta - t,,}) -
1

. r(/3 —pi)

+

where /th and z'th factors belong to different confounded interactions.

4. Series of Designs

Some of the series of designs which can be obtained very conveniently
by using the method described above are indicated below :

4.1 When the symmetrical factorial combinations used consist oib = s"
combinations from k' factors each at s levels where no main effect and

two factor interactions are confounded, we get the following series of
designs.

V= k's, b = s", k = k', r = s"~^

The complete factorials come out as particular cases of the fractional
factorials used above because in complete factorial no main effect and two
factor interactions are confounded. It is to be presumed that the above
fractional factorial is obtained by using the method of fractionation
implied in the methods of construction given by Finney [5], Bose [2] and
Das [3], [4]. Actually the fractional combinations consists of the appro
priate principal block obtainable by the above methods.

4.2 In addition to the above methods of obtaining the fractional factor
ial, there are other special methods for obtaining the fractions where no
main elfect and two factor interactions are confounded. These are (i) the
method given by Plackett and Burman [6], where the factors are each at
two levels, (ii) The method given by Addleman and Kempthorne [1]where
the fraction, size is b = 2 i". From these two types, the following two
series of incbmplete block designs can be obtained.

V= 2 (4n — 1), b = An, k = {An — 1), r = 2n 4.2.1

where n is any integer.

V= k's, b = 2s", k = k', r - 25"-^ ' 4.2.2

where the symbols have the same meaning as in the designs discussed
under 4.1 above.

4.3 Fractions where some two factor interactions alongwith some higher
order interactions are confounded can also be used to obtain some more
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series of incomplete block designs. If fractions obtainable as the key
block using the method of Das [4] by adding one ortwo different columns
over and above the maximum number of columns without confounding
any main effect and two factor interactions are used, then the following
series of incomplete block designs can be obtained.

V= k's\ b = 5"; /c' = /c + 1, /c + 2; r =

where k = (s" —l)l(s —1) is the maximum number of factors (columns)
that can be accommodated in blocks of size s" without confounding any
main effect and two factor interactions.

5. Illustration

Consider the fractional factorial 1/3^ (3®). This design can not be
obtained without confounding two factor interactions. The fraction is
obtained by following the method of Das [4]. Here only the principal
blockof one replication is required. Let the 6 factors be denoted by
A, B, C, D, E and F. The levels of each factor are denoted by 0, 1, and
2. The fraction obtained is shown below :

A B C D E F

0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 1 1 2 2

0 1 1 2 1 2

1 1 2 0 0 1

1 2 0 2 1 0

2 0 2 2 , 1 1

0 2 2 1 2 1

2 2 1 0 0 2

2 1 0 1 2 0

Confounded two ,factor interactions are CFand DE. Adding 3, 6, 9, 12
and rs to each element of columns 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 respectively, we get
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the following incomplete block designs;

0 3 6 9 12 15

1 3 7 10 14 17

0 - 4 7 11 13 17

1 4 8 9 12 16

1 5 6 11 13 15

2 3 8 11 13 16

0 5 8 10 14 16

2 5 7 9 12 17

2 4 6 10 14 15

Theparameters of the designs are v = 18, b = 9, k= 6, r =:
The normal equations for estimating the treatment effects which

comes from levels of factor A, not involved in confounded two factor
interactions is given below :

(3 - 3/6) /o - [^3 + ^4 + /s + . . . + ti,]l6 = Qo

or (5 tol6) - [i-.CO + S,(t) + 5,(0 + S,{t) + S,{t)]l6 = Q, (6)
where t, + + t, = + t, = etc.

Taking the restriction S Si{t) = 0and adding over similar equations for
ii and ts, we get

Slit) = Si{Q)l3 where S^iQ) = -f

Substituting the value of S^it) in equation (6), we get

^0 = 2QJ5 - S,(Q)I45

Similarly, and tg can be estimated as

ri = 2(2i/5 - 5,(0/45 (/ = 0,1,2)
and tm = 2QJ5 - S^{Q)IA5 (m = 3, 4, 5)

These estimates are evidently obtainable from formula given in Section (2)
(Equation 1).

The normal equations for estimating treatment effects which comes
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from levels of factors involved in confounded two factor interactions are
shown below for some typical cases.

(3 —3/6) <6 —[(fo + + <2 + ^3 + ^4 + ^5 + 'b + ^10 + + ^12
+ ^13 + hi)l^] ~ (3 <15/6) = 2a

or 5 tJ2 - hJ2 - [S^{t) + S,{t) + 5^(0 + SMI6 = Q,

and 5 tj2 - tJ2 - [S^it) + S,(t) + S,(t) + S,{t)]l6 = 615

Similarly,

5tJ2 - h,l2 - [S^{t) + S,it) + S^{t) + SMI6 - 69

and 5^12/2 — tsl2 — [^i(0 + S^it) + S^it) + = Qiz

Solving these equations as indicated in Section 3, we get

Qn , Qn + Qn. [5-^(0 + A-Cg)]
3 ^ 12 36

where Qnand 2„, belongs to two treatments from the two factors in an
affected interaction and they always occur together in a block; and Si{Q)
and Sir(Q) denotes the sum of adjusted total for the treatments from the
two factors in an affected two factors interactions.

Variance of different treatment contrasts are given below ;

Var (to - ?i) =4 a^jS

Var (to - g = 34 0^45

Var {ta - ?a) = 23 0^30

Var (?a — =5 a*/6 = Var —fia)

Var it, - ti,) = 2 aV3

Var (r« -t,) =7 c'l9
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